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	Nontraditional Database Systems (Advanced Information Processing Technology, 5), 9780415302067 (0415302064), CRC Press, 2002

	This book contains selected research results on non-traditional database systems
	from Japanese database research community. In traditional database research, the
	main emphases is how to process a large amount of fixed structured data with
	minimum amount of selected resources (processing time, communication overhead,
	memory size, storage size, etc.).


	Nontraditional Database Systems is the fifth volume in the Advanced Information Processing Technology series. It brings together the results of research carried out by the Japanese database research community in the field of nontraditional database systems. The book examines nontraditional types of applications, data types, systems and environments together with high-performance architecture to support nontraditional applications, such as web mining, data engineering and object processing.
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Internet Security: Cryptographic Principles, Algorithms and ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Cryptography is the key to securing the Internet
If every communication network were to use a secure system based on encryption, then viruses, worms and hackers would have a very hard time. Unfortunately, this scenario does not reflect the reality of the Internet world today. However, with security issues becoming more and more important...


		

Integral Transform Techniques for Green's Function (Lecture Notes in Applied and Computational Mechanics)Springer, 2013

	In this book mathematical techniques for integral transforms are described in detail but concisely. The techniques are applied to the standard partial differential equations, such as the Laplace equation, the wave equation and elasticity equations. The Green's functions for beams, plates and acoustic media are also shown along with their...


		

Mastering Clojure Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power and fl exibility of Clojure through this practical guide to data analysis


	About This Book

	
		Explore the concept of data analysis using established scientific methods combined with the powerful Clojure language
	
		Master Naive Bayesian Classification, Benford's Law, and...






	

Tradigital Maya: A CG Animator's Guide to Applying the Classical Principles of AnimationFocal Press, 2011

	Explore Disney's 12 principles of animation, while learning how to animate in Maya. You can develop your own leading digital techniques rooted to traditional workflows. From squash and stretch to timing and appeal, you will enhance your creative toolset with strong classics training and cutting edge techniques. Trusted Maya Authority, Lee...


		

Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...

		

Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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